A novel heuristic residual analysis is proposed to derive a computationally cost-e ective residual projection operator in multigrid with the ve-point Red-Black Gauss-Seidel relaxation for solving the two dimensional Poisson equation. This optimal residual injection operator is as cheap as the trivial injection operator, but is more e cient than the costly full-weighting operator and achieves near-optimal convergence rate.
Introduction
The multigrid method has been shown to be very e ective in solving linear systems arising from discretized PDE boundary-value problems 2, 3] . It o ers convergence rates independent of the size of the problems. Individual multigrid operators, including relaxation (smoother), projection (restriction) and interpolation (prolongation) operators, should be optimally combined to achieve true multigrid e ciency. There exist some options for each operator, some of them are much more expensive than others. In practical applications, sacri ce in convergence sometimes is made to favor the computational cost-e ectiveness. If the discretization is the ve-point 2nd-order central di erence scheme and the grid space is ordered in a Red-Black (checkerboard) fashion (see Figure 1) , the ve-point Red-Black Gauss-Seidel (FPRBGS) relaxation, together with halfinjection and bi-linear interpolation, is probably the most cost-e ective two dimensional Poisson solver in existence. This combination is considered almost perfect. For example, Yavneh's recent work on multigrid acceleration is only applicable to the anisotropic operators (in two dimensional cases) 10, 11] .
Nevertheless, we have made some progress in designing SOR-type acceleration schemes to accelerate the convergence of the FPRBGS smoothing in multigrid for the two dimensional This paper has been published in Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 76, 325{333 (1996) . isotropic operators 12]. Our work in 12] indicates that acceleration parameters may be used to accelerate FPRBGS in multigrid with negligible cost. The results corrected a long-time misunderstanding in multigrid that such an acceleration would not pay for the cost (see, e.g., 7, 11]). Our research work demonstrates that projection and interpolation processes should be treated (accelerated) separately, possibly by using di erent parameters. The results of 12] are indeed near-optimal in the sense of computational cost-e ectiveness, as we shall claim in this paper.
Other acceleration schemes which are restricted to the positive de nite coe cient matrices are proposed by Reusken 6] and Van ek 8] . These post-optimization acceleration schemes optimize the computed correction and the acceleration rates are optimal in the sense of per cycle convergence. In practice, however, these schemes are too costly (and restricted) to be e cient. A similar pre-optimization acceleration scheme which is applicable to any coe cient matrices and which is cheaper than the post-optimization schemes has been proposed by us 13] . Most of these existing acceleration schemes have aimed at accelerating the convergence rate only. However, in this paper, we introduce a di erent acceleration scheme derived from a novel heuristic residual analysis technique which is based on the geometry of the grid points and a particular relaxation pattern. The philosophy of developing residual injection operator is to achieve optimal computational e ciency as well as optimal convergence.
From a theoretic point of view, employment of residual injection has some disadvantages, as noted by St uben and Trottenberg. The spectral and energy norms of the corresponding local two-grid operators are not bounded 7, p. 127]. In practice, convergence may deteriorate as the meshsize tends to zero. Hence, full-weighting is regarded as more robust. For FPRBGS, the injection operator has its special attraction. Since the residuals at the black points (whose index-sums are odd) are zero, the injection operator is equivalent to the half-weighting operator (see 7]).
In this paper, we optimize the residual injection operator by choosing an optimal residual injection factor (residual scaling parameter). The optimal injection operator maintains the low cost of half-injection, but provides convergence faster than full-weighting. The numerical results obtained by using this residual injection operator are slightly better in average than the results obtained by using the two-way acceleration scheme 12], but not overwhelmingly. One advantage of the current approach is that it incurs virtually no extra cost. The two-way acceleration scheme in 12] requires about 4% additional cost for each V-cycle.
We restrict our attention to the two dimensional Poisson equation discretized by the vepoint 2nd-order central di erence scheme. (A similar residual injection operator for a high-order multigrid is considered in 5] .) The FPRBGS relaxation and bi-linear interpolation are employed. We only optimize the projection operator. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a heuristic residual analysis is proposed to obtain an optimal residual injection factor. A simple computational cost analysis for the residual injection and full-weighting operators is given in Section 3. In Section 4 numerical experiments are employed to show the e ciency of the proposed optimal residual injection operator. Some conclusions and remarks are given in Section 5.
We assume that the reader has some familiarity with the philosophy, the motivation and the basic computational processes of multigrid as a fast solver. These processes are described in detail in 2, 4, 9] and the references therein.
A Heuristic Residual Analysis
The FPRBGS relaxation is probably the most e cient smoother in multigrid for Poisson-like equations 7, p. 85]. The bi-linear interpolation is customarily employed for a V-cycle algorithm. In practice, the half-injection projection operator is used in connection with FPRBGS. The residuals are directly injected (transferred) to the corresponding coarse grid points weighted by 1=2. The factor of 1=2 is motivated by the fact that the residuals are zero at black points on the ne grid, hence the other residuals should be multiplied by 1=2 to represent the correct average 1, p. 219].
The multigrid method solves the residual equations on the coarse grids. Since the halfinjection operator does not take this di erence into account and the linear system is not solved accurately on the nest grid, the residuals injected from the nest grid to the coarse grid using half-injection is not accurate.
Red point. To nd the optimal residual injection operator with the optimal scaling parameter, we consider the full-weighting scheme (see Figure 1 ): r i=2;j=2 = 1 16 4r i;j + 2(r i+1;j + r i?1;j + r i;j+1 + r i;j?1 ) +(r i+1;j+1 + r i+1;j?1 + r i?1;j+1 + r i?1;j?1 )]:
Here r i;j is the residual on the nest grid at the point (i; j), i and j are even numbers (the center point in Figure 1 ). ((i; j) is a red point whose index-sum is even.) r i=2;j=2 is the quantity to be transferred to the corresponding coarse grid point (i=2; j=2). The weight assigned to the residual at each grid point is determined by the involvement of that point in the number of coarse grid point residual computations. For example, r i+1;j+1 is weighted into the residual calculation of four coarse grid points at (i=2; j=2); (i=2; j=2+1); (i=2+1; j=2) and (i=2+1; j=2+1), respectively. The weights in formula (1) correctly re ect these algebraic relations. But they do not re ect the geometric relations of the reference point (i; j) and its immediate four neighboring red points involved in the computation of formula (1).
To take their relative geometric positions into consideration, we use the following simple heuristic analysis. Since FPRBGS is used, the residuals at the black points are zero as noted above, i.e. r i+1;j = r i?1;j = r i;j+1 = r i;j?1 = 0:
(2) Formula (1) 
We look for an optimal scaling factor such that r i;j approximates r i=2;i=2 as accurately as possible. After substituting r i=2;j=2 = r i;j into equation (3) 
According to the multigrid philosophy the residuals should be su ciently smoothed by relaxation before they are projected to the coarse grid, we may assume that the residual at the grid point (i; j) is locally equal to the residuals of its immediate four neighboring red points involved in the weighting scheme (1) (or equivalently (4) 
If r i;j = 0, any scaling parameter is optimal with respect to the current reference point (i; j). We can neglect this point and choose another red point as the reference point. If the residuals at all red points are zero, we have reached convergence. Without loss of generality, we assume that r i;j 6 = 0.
If we neglect the relative geometric positions of the red points in formula (4) and substitute equation (5) into equation (4), we obtain the idealized half-injection factor = 1=2, which would be an upper bound of the injection factor, so we denote upper = 1=2.
However, the real positions of these red points are rotated by 45 from the positions of the nearest (black) grid points. Their distance from the reference center point (i; j) is increased from 1 to 
Substituting (6) into (4) This gives the lower bound of the factor , we denote lower = 0:4268.
The optimal scaling factor optimal lies between upper and lower . There exists some 2 
In absence of further information to justify any preferred choice of , we take = 1=2 and equation (7) Since optimal is smaller than the traditional half-injection factor, we refer to the residual injection operator with this scaling factor as under-injection. The scaling factor optimal is used for injecting the residuals from the nest grid to the coarse grid. Subsequent residual injection from coarse grid to coarser grid, however, uses = 0:5. Because the residual equations on the coarse grids are supposed to be solved accurately.
Computational Cost Analysis
For full-weighting, we must compute the residuals at all ne grid points and weight the residuals (according to formula (1)) at the red points which correspond to some coarse grid points. On the other hand, residual injection needs only to compute the ne grid residuals at the red points which correspond to some coarse grid points. The computation of residuals on a given grid is roughly equivalent to one full relaxation on that grid. Hence, the cost of residual injection is about a quarter of the cost of full-weighting. If we take into consideration the cost of the weighting scheme (1), the cost of residual injection is about one-fth of the cost of full-weighting. If a V(1,1)-cycle algorithm is employed and both full-weighting and residual injection have the same convergence rate, using residual injection may save up to 30% computer time. The Poisson equation is discretized by the usual ve-point 2nd-order central di erence scheme. The FPRBGS relaxation, bi-linear interpolation and full-weighting or injection of some kind are employed in the multigrid V(1,1)-cycle algorithm. All experiments are done on a SUN SPARCstation 1+ using FORTRAN 77 programming language in double precision. Initial guess is u(x; y) = 0. (N + 1) 2 is the number of points on the nest grid and the coarsest grid contains 9 points (one unknown). The program terminates when the residual on the nest grid in L 2 norm is less than 10 ?9 . (Note that this stopping criteria is the absolute reduction in residual norm, not the relative reduction in residual norm.)
For di erent N, we solve the three test problems using multigrid method with di erent residual projection operators, i.e., under-injection, full-weighting and half-injection. We also test the two-way acceleration scheme introduced in 12]. The numbers of V(1,1)-cycles (convergence rate) are tabulated in Tables 1 to 3 .
From Tables 1 to 3 , we note that in all cases, under-injection achieves convergence rate better than full-weighting and half-injection. For Test problem 1, under-injection is better than the two-way acceleration scheme. For Test problem 3, their convergence rates are similar. For Test problem 2, with N = 128; 512, the two-way acceleration achieves better convergence.
These numerical tests show that under-injection and the two-way acceleration scheme are e ective ways of accelerating the convergence of standard multigrid method. Under-injection is more attractive because it incurs virtually no additional cost over half-injection. The two-way acceleration scheme incurs about 4% extra cost per V-cycle, although this additional cost is negligible.
The acceleration rates in convergence achieved by the under-injection operator are in the range of 10 { 20% with respect to the full-weighting operator. However, the comparison of convergence rate in Tables 1 to 3 does not take into consideration the fact that the cost of the residual injection operators is only about a quarter to one-fth of the cost of the fullweighting operator (see discussion in Section 3). Tables 4 and 6 give the CPU time in seconds for Test problems 1 to 3 with the under-injection, full-weighting and half-injection operators. The e ciency rates in the fth column of Tables 4 to 6 represent the reduction rate in CPU time for the under-injection operator with respect to the full-weighting operator. We note that the e ciency rates are almost 40% for Test problem 1 and about 30% for Test problems 2 and 3. These are generally more than what we estimated in Section 3 because under-injection achieves faster convergence. These e ciency rates are very attractive. We also con rm that half-injection is more cost-e ective than full-weighting, but less robust than under-injection.
One may tend to combine the two-way (SOR-type) acceleration scheme with the underinjection operator. However, since we have optimized the residual injection operator, we expect that the SOR acceleration will have little e ect on the projection process. We have done some numerical experiments which showed that this is true and ! = 1 (no acceleration) is indeed optimal for the projection process. On the other hand, interpolation process may be accelerated. The optimal parameter is about ! = 1:16 for acceleration on the second nest level of the interpolation process for Test problems 2 and 3. Unfortunately, this acceleration option deteriorates the convergence rate of Test problem 1. Since there is an extra 2% cost for this acceleration. The average cost-e ectiveness is not as competitive as the optimal residual injection without additional SOR acceleration. This implies that both two original schemes are near-optimal in the sense of computational cost-e ectiveness.
Conclusions and Remarks
We have obtained a near-optimal under-injection factor through a novel heuristic residual analysis. The under-injection operator has been tested to show near-optimal convergence rate in the sense of computational cost-e ectiveness. In fact, these test results have been posted in the electronic multigrid newsletter 14], no real challenge has been received. The best reduction rates in CPU time resulted from using the under-injection operator are almost 40% with respect to the full-weighting operator. Although the overall CPU cost for solving a Poisson equation using multigrid method with any residual projection operator discussed above is trivial on modern computers, if a Poisson solver is repeatedly called as a subroutine in solving a complicated problem, such as the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation, using the under-injection operator is obviously advantageous. In addition, there is no coding complexity for the under-injection operator.
The main idea of the heuristic residual analysis technique is to consider the geometric locations of the grid points and the relaxation pattern. This technique may be extended to derive optimal residual injection operator for other multigrid applications, not necessarily limited to the Poisson equation. It has been shown in 5] that using a residual injection operator is necessary for convergence when a high-order multigrid method is used to solve the convection-di usion equations. A heuristic residual analysis technique similar to that used in this paper has been employed to develop some optimal residual injection operator for the high-order multigrid 5].
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